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Abstract
For a set U (the universe), retrieval is the following problem. Given a finite subset S ⊆ U of size m
and f : S → {0, 1}r for a small constant r, build a data structure Df with the property that for a
suitable query algorithm query we have query(Df , x) = f(x) for all x ∈ S. For x ∈ U \ S the value
query(Df , x) is arbitrary in {0, 1}r. The number of bits needed for Df should be (1 + ε)rm with
overhead ε = ε(m) ≥ 0 as small as possible, while the query time should be small. Of course, the
time for constructing Df is relevant as well.
We assume fully random hash functions on U with constant evaluation time are available. It is
known that with ε ≈ 0.09 one can achieve linear construction time and constant query time, and
with overhead εk ≈ e−k it is possible to have O(k) query time and O(m1+α) construction time,
for arbitrary α > 0. Furthermore, a theoretical construction with ε = O((log logm)/
√
logm) gives
constant query time and linear construction time. Known constructions avoiding all overhead, except
for a seed value of size O(log logm), require logarithmic query time.
In this paper, we present a method for treating the retrieval problem with overhead ε =
O((logm)/m), which corresponds to O(1) extra memory words (O(logm) bits), and an extremely
simple, constant-time query operation. The price to pay is a construction time of O(m2). We employ
the usual framework for retrieval data structures, where construction is effected by solving a sparse
linear system of equations over the 2-element field F2 and a query is effected by a dot product
calculation. Our main technical contribution is the design and analysis of a new and natural family
of sparse random linear systems with m equations and (1 + ε)m variables, which combines good
locality properties with high probability of having full rank.
Paying a larger overhead of ε = O((logm)/mα), the construction time can be reduced to
O(m1+α) for arbitrary constant 0 < α < 1. In combination with an adaptation of known techniques
for solving sparse linear systems of equations, our approach leads to a highly practical algorithm for
retrieval. In a particular benchmark with m = 107 we achieve an order-of-magnitude improvement
over previous techniques with ε = 0.24% instead of the previously best result of ε ≈ 3%, with better
query time and no significant sacrifices in construction time.
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1 Introduction
A retrieval data structure for a universe U (a set) and r-bit values represents a function from
U to R = {0, 1}r with prescribed values on a set S ⊆ U of size m. We need an algorithm
construct that builds the data structure and an operation query. The input for construct is a
function f : S → R (given as a list of argument-value pairs), the result is a data structure
Df , whose binary length we denote by |Df |. The query algorithm query has two inputs, Df
and x ∈ U , and returns an element of R. We require that
query(Df , x) = f(x), for all x ∈ S.
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The values query(Df , x) for x ∈ U \ S are irrelevant.
Relevant parameters of a retrieval data structure are (1) the space |Df | in bits in terms
of m = |S| and r, (2) the running time of query, and (3) the running time of construct. In
this paper, we focus on minimising (1) while keeping (2) a constant, as small as possible.
As for (3), it is kept in the O(m1+α) range. We make some efforts to extend the range of
practical usability of our approach. (This is only partly reflected in this paper.) Note that
storing all pairs (x, f(x)) for x ∈ S in a dictionary data structure is not good enough for our
purposes, as in general this requires |Df | = rm+ Ω(m logm) bits. Since it is not necessary
to decide membership in S or a subset of S, space |Df | = O(rm) is sufficient.
There is a close connection between retrieval data structures and perfect hashing. Most
of the perfect hash functions that get by with linear space utilise a retrieval data structure
with r = 2, see [6, 7, 15]. (Exceptions are the optimal theoretical construction in [16] and
Hash-Displace-Compress in [4].) Conversely, if a hash function g : U → [p] is given that is
perfect on S, one can store f(x), x ∈ S, in position T [g(x)] of a table T [0..p− 1] to obtain a
retrieval data structure with space pr plus the space for storing g. However, if r is small
and the goal is a retrieval structure with very small space overhead, this detour via perfect
hashing is inefficient.
1.1 Basic Data Structure
The basic setup of the data structure is well known and well studied. For some n = n(m) ≥ m,
a set W ⊆ {0, 1}n of (typically sparse) vectors is chosen. One hash function or several hash
functions are used to map elements x of U to row(x) ∈W .
The data structure Df consists of row1 and a vector ~z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ ({0, 1}r)n, which
in construct is chosen in such a way that the query algorithm
query(Df , x) =
⊕
1≤i≤n
(row (x))i=1
zi, for x ∈ U , (1)
yields f(x) for x ∈ S. To carry out query(Df , x), one only has to find the components zi
with (row(x))i = 1 and perform
⊕
, the bitwise XOR, of these components.
Note that in this construction the r ≥ 1 components of elements of R are just treated
independently (or “in parallel”). In order to simplify notation, we concentrate on the case
r = 1 from here on. (The generalisation is immediate. The query time has to be multiplied
by r.) In this case (1) turns into
f(x) = 〈row(x), ~z〉, (2)
where 〈 · , · 〉 is the dot product of n-bit vectors. For construct one has to solve a linear system
(〈row(x), ~z〉 = f(x))x∈S over F2 for the vector ~z of “unknowns”. For this to be possible it is
sufficient that the m× n matrix A(S, row) with rows row(x), x ∈ S, has full row rank. We
assume that row(x), x ∈ U , are stochastically independent and identically distributed, and
we may simply write Am,n for a random variable distributed as A(S, row), if the distribution
of row is clear from the context.
1 In all our constructions we assume that fully random independent hash functions (ϕi,j)i,j with suitable
range {1, . . . , poly(m)} are available for free and can be evaluated on x ∈ U in constant time. Fixing a
seed value j, one gets (h0, h1, . . . ) = (ϕ0,j , ϕ1,j , . . . ) from which row is constructed. Hence, an index j
suffices to identify row .
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Algorithm
construct(S ⊆ U , f : S → {0, 1}):
pick row : S →W ⊆ {0, 1}(1+ε)|S|
solve (〈row(x), ~z〉 = f(x))x∈S for ~z
restart with new row if unsolvable
return D = (row , ~z)
Algorithm
query(Df = (row , ~z), x ∈ U):
return 〈row(x), ~z〉
Figure 1 The general framework for retrieval data structures for R = {0, 1}.
1.2 Previous Work and Relevant Techniques
Construction time and query time depend very much on the structure of the vectors in W .
Most earlier works [6, 7, 8, 11, 15] chose W as the set of vectors with constant Hamming
weight k, i.e. k entries of row(x) are 1, for some k ≥ 3. The operation query(x, ~z) then just
reads the k positions given by row(x) in ~z, which results in running time O(k) for a query.
(Only in [11, 21] sets W with vectors of Hamming weight Θ(logm) are considered. Applied
in the obvious way, this will lead to query times of Θ(logm).) There is a simple case, which
also admits linear construction time, namely when the rows of Am,n can be brought into
triangular form by row and column exchanges alone. This is equivalent to the k-uniform
hypergraph Gm,n with incidence matrix ATm,n being peelable, i.e. having an empty 2-core [18].
In this case we do not even need a field to compute in (and no linear algebra), but (1) can
be taken to be a formula over any group (R,⊕) (like Z/mZ with addition modulo m). This
approach is underlying the constructions in [6, 7, 8, 15, 18, 23]. The common feature utilised
in these works is that for fixed k ≥ 2 there is a density threshold c4k such that, for arbitrary
constant δ > 0, Gm,n is peelable with high probability (whp) for m < (c4k − δ)n and not
peelable whp for m > (c4k + δ)n. A description of these thresholds can be found in [18], a
proof in [19]. The largest threshold value is c43 ≈ 0.81847. In [22] it was shown that rows
with nonuniform weight (e.g. 3 for about 88% of keys and 21 for the rest) can raise the
threshold to over 0.92. It is open if with constant average Hamming weight a quotient m/n
arbitrarily close to 1 will still lead to peelability whp.
As our aim is to achieve m = cn for c = 1 − o(1), we have to give up peelability. A
standard approach [2, 11, 15] uses bit vectors with constant weight k ≥ 3 and in the construct
routine requires solving the linear system (2) over F2. In [10] it was claimed and in [20] it was
rigorously proved that there are thresholds c∗k such that for c < c∗k and m = cn, m,n→∞
we have solvability whp, and for c > c∗k and m = cn, m,n→∞ we have unsolvability whp.
These thresholds are the same as for simple orientability of k-uniform hypergraphs [10, 13, 14].
(Numerical values for some k can be found in [10].) The values 1 − c∗k approach e−k as k
increases, and hence c∗k is quite close to 1, but for constant k a constant gap remains. Queries
take time Θ(k) and are not cache efficient, since k random components of ~z are accessed.
In [11] it was shown (utilising a result from [9]) that with k = k(m) = O(logm), one can
achieve solvability for m = n, with constant probability. A similar observation was made
in [21]. The query time increases to O(logm).
A serious obstacle in these methods for reducing the overhead is that one has to solve
a linear system without the advantage of peelability. So it is necessary to address the
running time of this task. Gaussian elimination, applied naively, needs time Θ(m3), which
already for moderately large m becomes infeasible. Exploiting the fact that the rows are
sparse, a variant of Wiedemann’s algorithm [24] will reduce the time to O(m2 log2m) (for
fixed k) and to O(m2 logm) (for k = k(x) = O(logm)). Alternatively, one may use clever
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variants of Gaussian elimination (“structured” in [17] and “lazy” in [15]), which try to delay
the system filling up with 1’s. As far as we know, there is no mathematical analysis of
such techniques, although in experiments they drastically reduce the running time of naive
Gaussian elimination on sparse random matrices, outperforming Wiedemann’s algorithm for
small to medium inputs. So, we do not use these techniques in our theoretical analysis, but
we utilise them in our experimental implementations. Another standard speedup technique
for Gaussian elimination, of course, is word-level parallelism, where the rows of the linear
system are split into machine words and row operations can be performed by a sequence
of bitwise boolean XORs. If the word length is w, the running times may be divided by w.
Finally, the “Technique of Four Russians” is applicable to Gaussian elimination. By filling
a lookup-table with certain precomputed row sums, it achieves a speedup by a factor of
Θ(logm); for a description see [3].
A last, very important technique for achieving feasible construction times for large
retrieval data structures is input partitioning. It has been used in many works on dictionary-
like data structures, see, e.g., [2, 11, 15, 21]. Let [n] denote the set {1, . . . , n}. Using a
“level-1” hash function h0 : U → [m/C], for some C (which w.l.o.g. divides m), one splits
S into chunks Si = h−10 ({i}) ∩ S, for i = 1, . . . ,m/C. The expected size of each chunk is
C, and if h0 is fully random and C is not too small, one has |Si| = O(C) for all i, whp.
One sets up a separate retrieval data structure DfSi for each Si. When using Gaussian
elimination with |C| = mα to construct each DfSi , the total construction time is reduced
to O((m/C) · C3) = O(mC2) = O(m1+2α), and with Wiedemann’s algorithm [24] we get
construction time O((m/C) · C2 log2(C)) = O(m1+α log2m). The downside is that one gets
an additional “outer overhead” for saving for each i a pointer to DfSi . Using the offsets∑
1≤i<j |DfSi | for this purpose costs O((m/C) logm) bits. This space we have to pay for the
reduction in construction time. In [11] and [21] chunks of size O(
√
logm) are used. An extra
auxiliary data structure is employed to accommodate “bad” keys from chunks that overflow.
Moreover, these papers use lookup tables for solving tiny systems of equations (O(
√
logm)
variables and equations). While using sublogarithmic chunk sizes has good properties in
theory, it does not seem to be competitive in practice, see [2].2
1.3 Our Contribution
There are three degrees of freedom in the retrieval framework described above, regarding
both theory and implementation:
(F1) What is the set W of “sparse” vectors that is the range of row?
(F2) Which method is used for solving the linear system?
(F3) How, if at all, do we partition the input to reduce the influence of a high running time
of the solver?
The main contribution of this paper is to propose and analyse a new answer to (F1). The
effect is that the query time is now constant – it involves only access to two memory locations
and a small dot product calculation –, while the overhead drops to m−α for a constant
α ∈ (0, 1), or even to O((logm)/m), which means that n = m+O(logm). The method is
very simple and natural: The 1’s in row(x) are concentrated in two blocks of size O(logm),
so that the non-zero part of row(x) fits in O(1) words in the (standard) word RAM model.
2 In [12] it is explained how one can justify the full-randomness assumption by partitioning S and
employing an auxiliary data structure of size C1+Ω(1) to provide fully random hash functions on each
chunk. We do not discuss this aspect of partitioning here.
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(This computational model was also used in [11, 21], and it is the basis of the speedup
of the Four Russians method.) We are not aware of this idea having been used in the
context of retrieval structures or perfect hashing before.3 Its appeal is in its simplicity and
in its apparent practicality. (Our experiments show that a significant reduction in overhead
is possible for sets S of realistic size, with construction times comparable to the other
approaches.) Let n = m · (1 + ε). We describe W ⊆ {0, 1}n and a distribution of row(x) ∈W
as follows. Fix a block size ` = O(log n) that divides n. For b ∈ [n/`] and p ∈ {0, 1}`
we let Bb,p = 0b`−`p0n−b` ∈ {0, 1}n. Two block indices b1, b2 ∈ [n/`] and two patterns
p1, p2 ∈ {0, 1}` are chosen uniformly at random, and row(x) is set to be Bb1,p1 ⊕ Bb2,p2 ,
with at most two non-zero blocks. Bit parallelism allows computing dot products involving
row(x), and thus answer queries, in O(1) time. It is the main contribution of this work to
establish that an overhead of Θ( logmm ) is achievable using this approach (we call it “inner
overhead” if we want to distinguish it from the “outer overhead” needed due to the use of
partitioning techniques). The theoretical analysis of the probability of obtaining a solvable
system of equations, meaning that Am,n has full row rank, uses a first moment argument.
Note that our result is also a significant theoretical improvement. Previously, overhead
ε = m−δ for constant δ required query cost O(logm) while query cost O(1) required overhead
ε = Ω( log logm√
logm
), see Table 1.
I Theorem 1 (Main Theorem). Assume the context of a word RAM with word length
w = Θ(log n) and access to fully random hash functions4.
(i) For any r < m there is an r-bit retrieval data structure with overhead ε = O( logmm ) and
a construction that succeeds in time O( m3w logm ) whp. Queries take O(r) time and access
two contiguous segments of memory.
(ii) An alternative construction based on Wiedemann’s algorithm runs in time O(rm2) whp.
Construction time can be improved by taking (F3) into account: randomly partition the
input into chunks of expected size C and use the construction from Theorem 1 on each of the
m
C chunks. For each chunk, we need to store a pointer to its data and a seed for the function
row used in the successful construction. This requires O(mC logm) and O(
m
C log logm) extra
bits, respectively. We then get:
I Corollary 2. Under the same conditions as Theorem 1, we have:
(i) For any C = mα (0 < α ≤ 1) and any r < C there is an r-bit retrieval data structure
with overhead ε = O( logmC ) and a construction that succeeds in time O(
mC2
w logC ) whp.
Queries take O(r) time and access three contiguous segments of memory5.
(ii) A alternative construction based on Wiedemann’s algorithm runs in time O(rmC).
Table 1 summarises previous work and the new construction if the effect of partitioning is
taken into account. Also, obvious improvements achieved by replacing Gaussian elimination
by Wiedemann’s algorithm are reflected. The choice of C constitutes a trade-off between
construction time and total overhead, which is the sum of the overhead from the chunks
(“inner”) and from organising the data structures for the single chunks (“outer”). For C = m
there are no chunks, the construction time is maximal, and only the “inner” overhead is
3 Possibly it was vaguely anticipated in [21], where the author suggested using “sparse equations that are
more or less local”.
4 For any universe U and any finite domain D we assume oracle access to fully random functions
(hi : U → D)i∈N, meaning we need to only store an index i to describe such a function. This assumption
is motivated by the observation that good (pseudo-)randomness is usually not an issue in practice.
5 In practice it is reasonable to expect two cache faults per query.
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Table 1 Comparison of previous work and the results of this paper. Where query times are
not enclosed in O-Notation the number vaguely counts accesses to random memory locations. The
column tconstruct reports the construction times given in the respective paper and alternatively times
improved by utilising Wiedemann’s algorithm [24]. Regarding the results of [11], the better thresholds
from [20] are substituted.
Paper tquery tconstruct “inner overhead” + “outer overhead” Practical?
[7, 18] 3 O(m) 0.23 + 0 X
[22] O(1) O(m) 0.087 + 0 X
[11] k O(m3) or O(m2 log2 m) e−k + o(e−k) + 0 7
[11] O(k) O(m) e−k + o(e−k) + Ω((logm)−1/4) 7
[11, 21] logm O(m3) or O(m2 log2 m) 0 + O( log logm
m
) 7
[21] O(1) O(m) 0 + Ω( log logm√
logm
) 7
[2] O(k) O(mC2) or O(mC log2 C) e−k + o(e−k) + Ω(C−1/2) (X)
[15] 3 [or 4] O(mC2
w
) or O(mC log2 C) 0.09 [or 0.024] + Θ( logm
C
) X
〈new〉 2 O( mC2
w logC ) or O(mC) Θ(
logm
C
) + Θ( logm
C
) X
relevant. Both from a theoretical and practical point of view the reduction from “ε is constant”
or “ε = O( log logm√
logm
)” to a polynomially small overhead is significant. Pleasingly, our approach
compares very favourably with previous results in practical benchmarks, as shown in Table 2
and explained in Section 5.
Table 2 Comparison of our algorithm in the form presented in Section 5 to the arguably best-so-far
results reported in [15]. We achieve much smaller overhead with comparable run times.
overhead Construction [µs/key] Lookup [ns]
[15] k = 3 9% 1.12 210
[15] k = 4 3% 1.75 236
〈this paper〉 0.24% 2.6 75–125
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we define a matrix A`m,n and a related graph G`m,n
that formally capture the problem of constructing our retrieval data structure. In Section 3
we show that A`m,n has full rank whp, which is the main ingredient used to prove our Main
Theorem in Section 4. Lastly, in Section 5 we briefly present an implementation of our
approach. A discussion of practical improvements we employed is postponed to the full
version of this paper.
2 The Construction Problem in Matrix and Graph Terminology
We now formalise our idea of using “vectors with coefficients within two blocks”.
Let S ⊆ U be a set annotated with f : S → {0, 1}, ` ∈ N the block size, |S| = m and
n ≥ m with ` | n. Moreover, we pick a uniformly random function h : U → [n/`]× [n/`]×
{0, 1}` × {0, 1}` with components we call h = (b1, b2, p1, p2) that implicitly characterise row .
Together, (S, f,m, n, `, h) is an instance of the construction problem for our retrieval data
structures. The task to be solved can be expressed in two equivalent ways.
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Matrix terminology. For b ∈ [n/`] and p ∈ {0, 1}` let Bb,p = 0b`−`p0n−b` ∈ {0, 1}n. Then
each x ∈ S is identified with the equation 〈Bb1(x),p1(x) ⊕ Bb2(x),p2(x), ~z〉 = f(x) where
~z ∈ {0, 1}n is a vector of unknowns. Together, S is a system of equations A~z = ~b where
~b = (f(x))x∈S . The matrix A = A`m,n will be examined thoroughly in Section 3.
Graph terminology. The problem instance can also be conveniently captured as a graph
G = G`n,m = ([n/`], S) with labels. Each vertex corresponds to a block of ` variables and x ∈ S
is identified with an edge {b1(x), b2(x)} where the incidence (x, b1(x)) is labelled with p1(x),
the incidence (x, b2(x)) is labelled with p2(x) and x itself is labelled with f(x). A solution
is now a vertex labelling x : [n/`]→ {0, 1}` with 〈p1(x), x(b1(x))〉 ⊕ 〈p2(x), x(b2(x))〉 = f(x)
for all x ∈ S.
We will borrow notions from graph theory in algebraic discussions, when convenient. For
instance, we may speak of the degree of a block of variables or a connected set of equations,
meaning the degree of a corresponding vertex or the connectedness of a corresponding set of
edges.
Loops and parallel edges. It is possible to have b1(x) = b2(x) = b for some x ∈ S. Then
row(x) contains p1 ⊕ p2 in block b and G has a loop at vertex b with two labels p1 and p2.
Moreover two distinct elements x 6= x′ may be associated with the same two blocks. In this
case G is a multigraph.
Forbidding the all-zero pattern. Let h∗ : U → [n/`]×[n/`]×({0, 1}`\{0`})×({0, 1}`\{0`})
be uniformly random. Compared to h, the pattern 0` is forbidden in h∗. This gives rise to
random matrices A`∗m,n and graphs G`∗m,n with higher probability of admitting solutions, see
Proposition 3.
3 Full Rank of the Linear Systems
We now provide the main ingredient for Theorem 1, establishing that the matrices A`cn,n
defined in Section 2 have full rank whp. We also consider two natural variations concerning
A`∗cn,n.
Throughout this section, logarithms have base 2, c¯ is a shorthand for 1− c and with high
probability (whp) refers to a probability of 1− n−ε for some ε > 0.
I Proposition 3. Let β = 27 and γ = 1/4. Then we have:
(i) If 2` = 2`(n) ≥ (1 + δ) log n for δ > 0, then A`cn,n has independent rows whp,
provided that c¯ ≥ max{2−γ`, β log(n)/n}.
(ii) If ` = `(n) = ω(1) then A`∗cn,n has independent rows with probability 1− o(1),
provided that c¯ ≥ max{2−γ`, β log(n)/n}.
(iii) If ` is a large enough constant, then A`∗cn,n has independent rows with probability Θ(1),
provided that c¯ ≥ 2−γ`.
Remarks.
For 2` = log n the matrix A`cn,n has dependent rows with constant probability, simply
because the number of all-zero rows is binomially distributed with expectation cn · 2−2` =
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c = Θ(1). In this sense (i) is best possible. This motivates considering A`∗cn,n where
all-zero rows are far less likely6.
For ` = Θ(1) the probability that A`∗cn,n has two identical rows is Θ(1). This implies that
` = ω(1) is best possible in (ii) and the probability of Θ(1) is best possible in (iii).
We have no reason to believe that γ = 1/4 and β = 27 are “best possible” or even “good”.
Note that for ` = 4 log n the bound on c¯ becomes c¯ ≥ β log(n)/n = Θ( lognn ).
We conjecture that for each ` ≥ 2 there is a threshold value c∗` ∈ (0, 1) such that for
c < c∗` the matrix A`∗cn,n has independent rows with probability at least 1/2 and for c > c∗`
it has dependent rows whp.
3.1 Proof of Proposition 3 (i)
Recall from Section 2 how A = A`cn,n is obtained from S via a random hash function
h = (b1, b2, p1, p2) mapping elements to rows. If A does not have independent rows, then this
is witnessed by a non-trivial subset W ⊆ S of elements such that the corresponding rows of A
sum to zero. We use a first moment calculation to show that whp no inclusion-minimal witness
Y exists. We fix two parameters of candidate sets Y : The number s = |W | of elements/rows,
with 1 ≤ s ≤ m = cn, and the number t = |B| ∈ [n/`], where B = ⋃w∈W {b1(w), b2(w)} is
the set of variable blocks involved in at least one of the rows.
There are
(
m
s
)
ways to choose Y , and
(
n/`
t
)
ways to choose B. The probability that the
rows corresponding to Y involve exactly the blocks from B is
Pr[B =
⋃
w∈W
{b1(w), b2(w)}] ≤
∏
w∈W
Pr[b1(w) ∈ B ∧ b2(w) ∈ B] = ( tn/` )2s.
The event that the rows corresponding toW sum to zero is the intersection of the independent
events that the rows sum to zero within each block b ∈ B. Its probability is therefore∏
b∈B
Pr
[ ⊕
(w,i)∈W×{0,1}
bi(w)=b
pi(w) = 0`
∣∣∣ ∃(w, i) ∈W × {0, 1} : bi(w) = b] = ∏
b∈B
2−` = 2−`t.
In the following, it is often convenient to deal with the fraction σ = s/m of rows and the
fraction τ = t/(n/`) = `t/n of blocks involved in a witness. Accordingly, we define O(n2/`)
values pσ,τ , where pσ,τ is the probability that some set of equations involving σm rows and
exactly τn/` blocks is a minimal witness. This gives
pσ,τ ≤
(
m
s
)(
n/`
t
)
( tn/` )
2s2−`t =
(
m
σm
)(
n/`
τn/`
)
τ2σm2−τn. (3)
We now list a few bounds that will be useful later. Throughout, σ ∈ { 1m , . . . , mm = 1} and
τ ∈ { 1n/` , . . . , n/`n/` = 1}.
I Lemma 4. Let τ¯ = 1− τ , c¯ = 1− c, and let H be the binary entropy function. Then
(a) `n log(pσ,τ ) ≤ c`H(σ) +H(τ) + 2σc` log τ − `τ = c`(H(σ) + σ log τ2) +H(τ)− `τ .
(b) `n log(pσ,τ ) ≤ `(c log(1 + τ2)− τ) +H(τ).
(c) − log c¯ ≤ `/4 (c1) c ≥ 34 (c2) c¯ ≥ 27 log(n)/n (c3)
(d) All minimal witnesses satisfy t ≤ s+ 1.
6 An all-zero row requires an element x with hash value h(x) fulfilling b1(x) = b2(x) and p1(x) = p2(x).
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(e) log(1 + τ2) ≤

τ · 2 log 54 ≤ 23τ if 0 < τ ≤ 12 ,
1− 2τ¯ · (1− log 54 ) ≤ 1− 43 τ¯ if 12 ≤ τ ≤ 1,
τ if 0 < τ ≤ 1.
(f) − log τ ≤ 2τ¯ if 12 ≤ τ ≤ 1.
(g) −τ1 log τ1 ≤ −τ2 log τ2 for 0 < τ1 < τ2 < 14 .
(h) H(τ) ≤ −τ log τ + 2τ if τ ≤ 12 .
(i) H(τ1) < H(τ2) for 0 < τ1 < τ2 ≤ 12 and H(τ) = H(τ¯) for 0 < τ ≤ 1.
(j) If s ≥ t and τ < 1/` then `n log(pσ,τ ) ≤ −τ`/2.
The claims of Lemma 4 can be verified with simple calculations, found in Section 3.3.
Different arguments will be used to get bounds on pσ,τ for different ranges of τ . The sum
of all pσ,τ belonging to the same case will be n−ε for some ε > 0, which implies that A has
full rank whp. In the proofs, we refer to parts of Lemma 4 by their labels.
Case 1: c ≤ τ ≤ 1.
`
n log(pσ,τ )
(b,e)
≤ `(cτ − τ) +H(τ)
(i)
≤ −`τ c¯+H(c¯)
(h)
≤ −`τ c¯− c¯ log c¯+ 2c¯
(c1)
≤ −`cc¯+ c¯`/4 + 2c¯ = −c¯(`c− `/4− 2)
(c2)
≤ −c¯`/2.
This gives a bound of:
pσ,τ ≤ 2−c¯n/2
(c3)
≤ n−27/2.
Multiplying with O(n2) choices for σ and τ , this still gives a bound of O(n−23/2).
Case 2: 1/2 ≤ τ ≤ c.
`
n log(pσ,τ )
(b,e)
≤ `(c(1− 43 τ¯)− τ) +H(τ)
(h,i)
≤ `(τ¯ − 43 τ¯) + 2τ¯ − τ¯ log τ¯
≤ τ¯(−`/3 + 2− log c¯)
(c1)
≤ τ¯(−`/3 + 2 + `/4) ≤ −c¯`/13.
From this we obtain a bound pσ,τ = n−27/13 and proceed as in Case 1.
Case 3: c¯ ≤ τ ≤ 1/2.
`
n log(pσ,τ )
(b,e,f)
≤ `( 23τ − τ) +H(τ)
(h)
≤ −τ`/3− τ log τ + 2τ
≤ τ(−`/3− log c¯+ 2)
(c1)
≤ τ(−`/3 + `/4 + 2) ≤ −τ`/13 ≤ −c¯`/13.
This is the same bound as in Case 2.
Case 4: 8 log(n)/n < τ < 1/`. Assuming s ≥ t for the moment, we may apply (j) to
obtain `n log(pσ,τ ) ≤ −τ`/2. This gives pσ,τ = 2−τn/2 ≤ 2−4 logn ≤ n−4.
Inconveniently, (d) only gives s ≥ t− 1 instead of s ≥ t and the O(n) cases with s = t− 1
are not yet handled. Luckily, changing s by 1 (or equivalently σ by 1/m) affects the
upper bound in Equation (3) by at most O(n2) and the combined contribution of the
cases in question is bounded by O(n) ·O(n2) · n−4 = O(n−1).
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Case 5: 2 ≤ t and `2t2 ≤ n2e . We refine Equation (3) to get (recall σ = sm , τ = `tn )
pσ,τ ≤
(
m
s
)(
n/`
t
)(
t
n/`
)2s
2−`t ≤
(me
s
)s(en/`
t
)t(
t
n/`
)2s
2−`t
=
(
ce`2t2
sn
)s ( en
t`2`
)t
=
(
ce`2t2
sn
)1+(s−t+1)+(t−2) ( en
t`2`
)2+(t−2)
=
(
ce`2t2
sn
)( en
t`2`
)2(ce2`t
s2`
)t−2(
ce`2t2
sn
)s−t+1
≤ ce
3n
22` (
1
2 )
t−2( 12 )
s−t+1 = ce
3n
22` (
1
2 )
s−1
where the last inequality used `/2` ≤ ce2/4 (which holds for n sufficiently large), the
upper bound on `t and t/s ≤ 2. It is crucial that the exponents t− 2 and s− t+ 1 are
nonnegative; for the latter exponent this is because of (d). The sum over all applicable s
and t is dominated by the contribution for t = 2 and s = 1, since∑
s≥1
∑
2≤t≤s+1
pσ,τ ≤
∑
s≥1
∑
2≤t≤s+1
ce3n
22` (
1
2 )
s−1 = ce
3n
22`
∑
s≥1
s · ( 12 )s−1 =
4ce3n
22` .
Finally, using the assumption 2` ≥ (1 + δ) log n, and thus 22` ≥ n1+δ, we obtain
4ce3n
22` = 4ce
3n−δ = O(n−δ).
Case 5’: 1 = t and ` ≤ n1/4. The argument from Case 5 essentially works, but the trivial
bound s ≥ t− 1 = 0 needs to be replaced with s ≥ 1. We get∑
s≥1
pσ,τ ≤
∑
s≥1
(
m
s
)
n
`
(
`
n
)2s 2−` ≤∑
s≥1
n
`·2`
(
me`2
sn2
)s
= ce`2`
∑
s≥1
(
ce`2
sn
)s−1
≤ O(n−1/2)
∑
s≥1
(
n−1/2
)s−1
= O(n−1/2).
Finally, we need to check that the case distinction is complete. If ` = ω(log n) then t = 1
corresponds to τ = `/n ≥ 27 log(n)/n = c¯ (using (c)) and Cases 1–3 already cover the entire
range of τ . For more interesting values of ` = O(log n) Cases 3 and 4 overlap due to (c) and
Cases 4 and 5 overlap since the upper bound `2t2 ≤ n2e corresponds to τ = `t/n = O(n−1/2).
3.2 Adjustments for Proposition 3 (ii) and (iii)
We first outline how the argument from (i) needs to be modified to prove (ii). Firstly, the
probability that a sum within a block b ∈ B is ~0 is no longer 2−`. Assuming deg(b) = k and
incidences labelled with uniformly random values p1, . . . , pk ∈ {0, 1}k − {~0} it is
Pr[p1 ⊕ . . .⊕ pk = ~0]
= Pr[pk = p1 ⊕ . . .⊕ pk−1 | p1 ⊕ . . .⊕ pk−1 6= ~0] · Pr[p1 ⊕ . . .⊕ pk−1 6= ~0]
≤Pr[pk = p1 ⊕ . . .⊕ pk−1 | p1 ⊕ . . .⊕ pk−1 6= ~0] = 1/(2` − 1).
The additive difference to the bound on `n log(pσ,τ ) in Lemma 4(a) is
`
n log((2
`/(2` − 1))τn/`) = τ log(1 + 1/(2` − 1)) < 2t/(2` − 1) < 4τ2−` ≤ 4τ c¯4.
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This is of lower order than the upper bound required in Cases 1 to 4 and thus inconsequential.
The only case where work is needed is Case 5 where the bound ` ≥ (1 + δ) log n is not
available. Since the all-zero vector is forbidden as a coefficient vector for blocks of an equation,
we know that minimal witnesses are not only connected but have minimum degree 2. The
most extreme cases are then not trees with s = t− 1, but cycles with s = t. The dominating
term is then upper bounded by c2e4`2(2`−1)2 , which is o(1) because ` = ω(1).
For (iii) we argue as in (ii), except that when ` is constant the dominating term c2e4`2(2`−1)2
of Case 5 does not vanish for n→∞. However, if ` is large enough then the sum is less than
1, yielding a constant probability that no Case-5-type witness exists. Witnesses of other
types have vanishing probability as before.
3.3 Proof of Lemma 4
Proof.
(a) This follows from Equation (3) after taking logarithms and multiplying by `/n on both
sides, using the standard approximation log
(
n
k
) ≤ nH( kn ).
(b) This is obtained from (a) by observing that H(σ) + σ log τ2 is concave as a function of σ
and assumes its unique maximum value at σ∗ = σ∗(τ) = τ21+τ2 .
(c) This is part of the assumption of Proposition 3(i).
(d) If W ⊆ S, viewed as a subgraph of G = G`cn,n (see Section 2), has two connected
components W = W1 ∪W2, then the rows corresponding to W sum to zero if and only if
the rows corresponding to W1 and W2 sum to zero individually, as they involve disjoint
sets of variable blocks. In that case, W is not a minimal witness for dependence. In other
words, we can restrict our attention to connected sets W . From this t ≤ s+ 1 follows, the
upper bound being attained if W corresponds to a tree in G.
(e) Since g(τ) = log(1 + τ2) is convex on [0, 1], we may the obtain upper bounds on g by
linearly interpolating between the values g(0) = 0, g( 12 ) = log
5
4 and g(1) = 1.
(f) Using that g(τ) = − log τ is convex we may obtain bounds on g by linearly interpolating
between the values g(1/2) = 1, g(1) = 0.
(g) The function g(τ) = −τ log τ is clearly continuous and its unique maximum is easily
determined to be at τ = 1/e > 1/4, which implies the claim.
(h) H(τ) = −τ log τ − τ¯ log τ¯ ≤ −τ log τ − log τ¯
(f)
≤ −τ log τ + 2τ .
(i) These properties of the entropy function are well known and easily checked.
(j) From σcn = s ≥ t = τn/` we get σ ≥ τc` . Using the upper bound on τ we continue
with σ ≥ τ2c ≥ τ
2
1+τ2 . This means that all values permitted for σ exceed the argument
σ∗ = τ21+τ2 from (b) that maximises H(σ) + σ log τ2. Again by concavity of this function
we may refine the upper bound from (a) by substituting the smallest admissible value
σ = τc` . This yields:
`
n log(pσ,τ ) ≤ c`H( τc` ) + 2τ log τ +H(τ)− `τ
(h)
≤ −τ log( τc` ) + 2τ + τ log τ + 2τ − `τ
= τ log(c`) + 4τ − `τ = τ(log(c`)− `+ 4) ≤ −τ`/2. J
4 Proof of the Main Theorem
With Proposition 3 in place, we can now prove Theorem 1.
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Proof of Theorem 1.
(i) Aiming to apply Proposition 3(i), we pick ` := 4dlogme, c¯′ := 27 logmm , c′ := 1− c¯′ and
n as the least multiple of ` exceeding m/c′. We generate the matrix A = A`m,n as
defined in Section 2. For c := m/n we can derive that by construction c¯ = 1 − c =
1 −m/n ≥ 1 − c′ = c¯′ = 27 logmm and then clearly c¯ ≥ 2−`/4 = O(m−1) holds as well.
Thus Proposition 3(i) implies that A has full rank whp. Assume r = 1 for now. Solving
a corresponding system A~z = ~b yields a retrieval data structure occupying n bits.
The overhead is O( logmm ) since
n
m − 1 ≤ m/c
′+`
m − 1 = O( logmm ) + 1−c
′
c′ ≤ O( logmm ) + c¯′ = O( logmm ).
Construction time is dominated by the time to solve the linear system. We employ
the Method of Four Russians [3] – a variant of Gaussian elimination – which requires
O(m2/ logm) row additions. As rows contain n + 1 = O(m) bits and w bits can be
added in one word operation, we obtain a total runtime of O( m3w logm ). Queries access
d `w e = O(1) memory words in two contiguous areas of memory, and require O(1)
bit-wise and operations as well as a parity operation. Query times are thus O(1).
If r > 1 we need to solve A ·X = B with B ∈ Fm×r2 for X ∈ Fn×r2 . Solving the linear
system for several right hand sides simultaneously comes at negligible additional cost.
For cache efficient queries, blocks of X of size `× r should be stored contiguously, and
each block should be stored column-wise.
(ii) We use Wiedemann’s algorithm [24] to solve the system A~z = ~b. As the algorithm only
works for regular matrices we must first append n −m rows to the full-rank matrix
A ∈ Fm×n2 such that the resulting square matrix A′ ∈ Fn×n2 is regular. It is well known
that when picking rows uniformly from Fn2 this succeeds with probability Θ(1). We
also append n−m zeroes to b to obtain b′. The running time for solving the regular
system A′~z = ~b′ with Wiedemann’s algorithm is dominated by the running time of
O(n) matrix-vector multplications involving A′. Note that multiplications with A can
be carried out in time O(m) using word operations. The additional rows of A′ increase
this by O((m− n)n/w) = O(m logmw ), which is also O(m) if w = Ω(logm). The total
runtime for r = 1 is thus O(m2). For r > 1, the algorithm must be repeated for each
bit. J
In Section 5 we demonstrate that the approach in (i) admits a particularly efficient imple-
mentation in practice.
5 Experiments and Practical Considerations
5.1 Experimental Overhead
The benchmark uses the universe U = ascii∗ of strings, S ⊂ U is taken as the first m = 107
URLs from a eu-2015-host dataset gathered by [5] with ≈80 bytes per key, and for simplicity
f : U → {0, 1} is taken to be the parity of the string length7.
For hashing, we use murmur = MurmurHash3_x64_128 : ({0, 1}8)∗ × {0, 1}32 → {0, 1}128
[1], which conveniently has a second parameter. We use (murmur(·, s))s∈{0,1}32 as though
it were a sequence of random independent hash functions. A hash function on U can thus
7 Since the sequence of operations performed by the algorithm does not depend on f except, possibly, in
the rare cases where singular linear systems are involved, the choice of f is largely inconsequential.
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Table 3 Overview of all bits used in the data structure. The concrete values on the right
correspond to a run on a data set with m = 107 keys, chunk size C = 104, ` = 16 and ε = 0.0005.
In that run dlog(1 + maxi si)e = 2 and dlog(1 + maxi di)e = 9.
Number of bits bits used for per element
m entropy lower bound 1.000000
εm intended inner overhead 0.000500∑
i
ni − (1 + ε)m padding ensuring ` | ni 0.000716
dlog(1 + maxi si)e ·m/C seed for each chunk 0.000200
dlog(1 + maxi di)e ·m/C offset info for each chunk 0.000900
[not discussed] various global counters 0.000062
all of the above 1.002378
be identified simply by s, the seed. One such hash function h0 : U → [dm/Ce] partitions S
into chunks Si = {x ∈ S | h0(x) = i} for 0 ≤ i < dm/Ce where the average chunk size was
chosen as C = 104. The actual chunk sizes mi = |Si| vary slightly around C.
For each i let ni be the least multiple of the block size ` = 16 that is at least (1 + ε)mi.
Here, ε = 0.0005 is the intended inner overhead. Note that ni− (1 + ε)mi has an expectation
of roughly `−12 = 7.5. Within each chunk we generate and solve a system A`mi,ni ~zi = ~bi
yielding ~zi ∈ {0, 1}ni . Construction is repeated with a new seed if necessary. Let si be the
seed of the first successful construction for chunk i.
The vectors ~zi are concatenated into one bit string ~z. Let oi =
∑
j<i ni/` be the offset
(counted in blocks) where zi starts within z. We store the values di = oi − b i−1dm/Ce |~z|c ≈
oi − E[oi] instead of the values oi as their binary representation is typically only half as long.
Finally, let dˆ := maxi di and sˆ := maxi si. In addition to ~x, m, C, dˆ and sˆ we need to
store the meta data ((si, di))i for the chunks using (dlog(dˆ+ 1)e+ dlog(sˆ+ 1)e)dm/Ce bits. A
full account of everything that needs to be saved with concrete numbers is given in Table 3.
5.2 Experimental Runtimes
All tests were performed on an desktop computer with an Intel®Core i7-2600 Processor
@ 3.40GHz. A direct comparison to results from [15] is given in Table 2.8
Construction. To solve the sparse linear system A~z = ~b in a chunk, we first employ a
heuristic that reduces the system to a system A′~z′ = ~b′ that is dense but substantially smaller
than A. We dub this step BlockedLazyGauss as it is heavily inspired by the LazyGauss
algorithm from [15]. In our case of ` = 16 only 15% of the variables from A remain in A′.
The reduced system is then solved using the Method of Four Russians.
To highlight the influence of the chunk size C, we now consider construction time per
key, which is O( C2w logC ). In Figure 2 we report the runtimes of our solver for A`m,n~z = ~b, as
well as the relative contribution of the LazyGauss and the Four-Russian phases. The time
per key of ≈1.8µs reported there for C = 104 is also the main component of the time per key
of ≈2.6µs for the complete construction algorithm. The additional time is mostly spent on
8 Note that the implementations may be optimised to different degrees, and despite the fact that very
similar CPUs were used, runtime comparisons should not be overinterpreted. The authors of [15]
estimate a “tight C implementation [of their algorithm] would be about twice as fast”.
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Figure 2 Time per key of our linear system solver with representing the time for the
BlockedLazyGauss-phase, the time for the FourRussian-phase and the sum. On the left the
block size is ` = 16 and the chunk size C varies. On the right C = 104 and ` varies. The number of
equations per chunk is 0.9995C and C, respectively.
streaming the key from a zipped file (≈0.3µs), hashing it, sorting it into the correct chunk as
well as allocating and initialising the linear systems. Only a fraction of ≈0.005 of the linear
systems fail to have full rank and require a restart for the chunk.
The work on the 103 chunks can be parallelised in a straightforward way, which brings
construction time down to 1.1µs per key, using 4 cores with 2 logical processors each.
Query. A query involves computing hash values, accessing two `-bit words, and very cheap
and, xor and parity operations. In our experiments, computing hash values took ≈35ns.
Overall query time was ≈75ns for m = 106 (`, ε, C as above), when the retrieval data
structure could reasonably be expected to reside in cache. Time increased to ≈125ns for
m = 108, where the retrieval data structure certainly did not fit into cache.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We introduced a new variant of constructing a retrieval data structure for m elements and
range {0, 1}r on the basis of the classical method of transforming keys into the rows of
a linear system of equations over F2, and using the solution vector as the data structure.
The new idea of having O(logm) many 1 entries in a row, concentrated in two blocks,
in combination with word parallelism, gives constant query time on a word RAM. The
construction time can be reduced by both exact and heuristic methods so as to achieve space
(1 + O((logm)/m))mr = mr + O(logm)r in theory and 1.0024m in realistic experiments
with r = 1.9 Future work could examine:
Is it possible to achieve constant access time and additive overhead O(log log n) by a
variant of our construction using a square system? (This would be the case if such a
systems had full rank with constant probability.)
Study the behaviour of systems of equations as considered here for fields Fq of constant
size q > 2.
9 Table 3 suggests that we can obtain ≈ 1.0012mr + 0.0012m for general r.
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